Mini Faculty Meeting
October 12, 2007
Clear Springs Restaurant

FAR’s are up and running.
FAR’s and tenure notebooks due to department chair on **November 9, 2007**
Tenure Notebooks will be reviewed by Tenured Faculty (Janie will chair)(Chay, Darla, Carl)
Meetings with Chair for annual evaluations will be done the month of November.
(Nelda will be contacting you to make an appointment). Unanimous vote for Chair to handle merit decisions.

Summer/Fall – Think numbers (may be extra summer $$???)

School Status – how shall we pr?

Keep looking at website for updates and corrections or exciting news we can have put on

Idea?? On line course – on line office hour (departmental choice???)

Holiday newsletter will go out Dec 1 (email copy to all so you can share with email list)
Next year lets do it electronically totally??

Facilities committee – emergency evacuation plan by the end of the year. Present to faculty at first meeting in January. When you see “in the best interest of the student and the university” – very important message from Judicial Affairs.

“maintain the learning environment”

Submitting position request for Child and Family again.

Work on rotation plan for the 120 degree plan to post on web (be done by Fall 08)

Academic Affairs committee cautions against putting up prerequisite road blocks for students

Take Music 160 and History 335 off the Core sheets.

SAS – Advising
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Next meeting is November 9th 1pm-4pm in design center